DWPIM vs. MMS
Rob Austin, Senior STN Trainer, FIZ Karlsruhe
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What is the Derwent Markush Resource (DWPIM)?
• Markush chemical compounds indexed by Thomson
Reuters from basic patents in DWPI℠
• DWPI patents classified in pharmaceutical (B),
agrochemical (C), and/or general chemical (E) sections
• Updated with DWPI – 82 times per year
• >1.9 million Markush structures
• 33 patent issuing authorities
• French patent office (INPI) backfile 1961‐1998
• US, EP and WO coverage from 1978 onwards
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DWPIM authority coverage
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DWPIM is the Markush structure database for DWPI

SUBX
DWPIM

DWPI

> 1.9 M structures

> 780,000 patents

REFX

Each structure has a unique Markush Compound Number
(MCN) which is used as the basis of the cross‐file search.
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Types of structures indexed
Chemical compound coverage
‒ Non‐polymeric organic molecules
‒ Organometallic compounds
‒ Inorganic structures
• Simple inorganic molecules
• Extended structures such as clays, zeolites and heteropolyacids

‒ Partially defined structures
‒ Polymeric structures
• Only for pharmaceutical and agrochemical patents
• Includes synthetic polymers, polysaccharides, polypeptides, etc.
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Markush structures are represented in DWPIM using a
system of specific nodes, shortcuts and Superatoms

DWPIM User Guide, Figure 8. Colours indicate different DWPIM groups.
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Shortcuts used in DWPIM

DWPIM User Guide, Table 2.
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Generic nodes (Superatoms) in DWPIM

*

DWPIM User Guide,
Tables 3, 4 and 6.

(* Since the early 1990’s UNK is no longer indexed. Instead of UNK, indexers use H, XX )
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Example for the indexing of a Markush claim in DWPIM

In which:
R1 = H, alkyl, halogen, carboxyl,
cyano, nitro, ‐trifluoromethyl, . . .
T = O or S
A = Hydrogen, hydroxyl, cycloalkyl,
carboxyl, . . .
Etc, etc.

Note: this is one of five separate
DWPIM structures for this Markush.

...
...
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DWPIM indexed Superatom attributes

DWPIM User Guide, Table 18.
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DWPIM indexed Superatom attributes (cont.)

DWPIM User Guide, Table 19.
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Example: DWPIM indexed Superatom attributes
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What is the Merged Markush Service (MMS)?
• The Merged Markush Service (MMS) is a structure
searchable database on classic Questel
‒ DWPI basic patents: Markush structures and specific structures
indexed by Thomson Reuters (TR) from 1987 onwards
‒ PHARM patents: Markush structures and specific structures
indexed by the French Patent Office (INPI) from 1961‐1998
‒ Structures from the two producers are separately connected
to the corresponding bibliographic database
‒ The structure search system is called Markush DARC
Note: MMS content corresponds to DWPIM (Markush
structures) + DCR (specific structures) on STN.
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Structures from Thomson Reuters and INPI are separately
connected to the corresponding bibliographic database

Source: MMS Workshop Manual.
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MMS database structure

Background: Originally there were two separate databases, WPIM and
MPHARM. The two producers merged their indexing efforts in 1998 to
create MMS. INPI completed indexing the BackFile in the early 2000’s and
left the partnership. Thomson Reuters continues to index the FrontFile.
Source: MMS Workshop Manual.
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MMS link to bibliographic databases

Each structure has a unique Compound Number (CN)
which is used as the basis of the cross‐file search.
Source: MMS Workshop Manual.
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Example: MMS Markush structure

Source: Thomson Reuters.
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Example: MMS specific structure

Source: Thomson Reuters.
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DWPIM vs. MMS: content and database structure
• The Merged Markush Service (MMS) comprises
‒ DWPI basic patents: Markush structures and specific structures
indexed by Thomson Reuters (TR) from 1987 onwards
‒ PHARM patents: Markush structures and specific structures indexed
by the French Patent Office (INPI) from 1961‐1998
‒ Structures from the two producers are separately connected to the
corresponding bibliographic databases, DWPI and PHARM

• On STN these structures are provided as two databases
‒ Derwent Markush Resource (DWPIM): Markush structures from
Thomson Reuters (1987‐) and all structures from INPI (1961‐1998)
‒ Derwent Chemistry Resource (DCR): specific structures from
Thomson Reuters (1999‐)
‒ Structures from both producers are connected to DWPI
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DWPIM and DCR structures are connected to DWPI on STN

SUBX
DWPIM
> 1.9 M structures

DWPI
> 3.2 M patents

DCR
> 2.5 M structures

REFX

Each structure has a unique Markush Compound Number (MCN) or
DCR number (DCR) which is used as the basis of the cross‐file search.
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INPI backfile data in DWPIM
• Thomson Reuters acquired and converted INPI backfile
structures (1961‐1998) for inclusion in DWPIM
• INPI structure records were renumbered and the new
numbers indexed into corresponding DWPI records
• Markush Compound Numbers (MCN) beginning 82 or 83
represent INPI structures linked to DWPI patent records
• E.g. 8337‐26301, 8203‐69001 (next slides)

Note: Markush Compound Numbers (MCNs) were assigned to both
INPI specific and Markush and structures for inclusion into DWPIM.
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Example: INPI backfile Markush structure (8337‐26301)

...
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Example: INPI backfile specific structure (8203‐69001)

...
Note: Structural Fragmentation
Codes were not generated for INPI
Markush or specific structures.
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DWPIM example

Search Query:
= No further substitution
on Ak (Locked).

1
2

3

4

1‒ Thiophene: ML = Atom
2‒ Carbocycle (Cb): ML = Atom
Class
3‒ Alkyl (Ak): ML = Class

Default settings.

4‒ Heterocycle (Hy): ML = Atom
Class
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STN variable query nodes retrieve DWPIM generic nodes
STN variable query nodes

DWPIM retrieved generic nodes
DWPIM generic nodes for Ak
CHK

CHE

CHY

DWPIM generic nodes for Cb
ML = Class

ARY

CYC

DWPIM generic nodes for Hy
HEA

HET

HEF
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STN node attributes retrieve DWPIM indexed attributes
STN node attributes, e.g. Ak

DWPIM retrieved attributes
DWPIM alkyl (no limitation)

ML = Class

CHK

CHE

CHY

DWPIM alkyl (low)
ML = Class

CHKLOW

CHK

DWPIM alkyl (straight)
ML = Class
CHK

CHKSTR
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STN variable query nodes retrieve DWPIM generic nodes
STN search query

Typical DWPIM assembled hits
4

3
1
2

3

1

4

2

STN query nodes with Match Level
Class, retrieve corresponding generic
and specific nodes in DWPIM.

4
2

DWPIM attributes are also accessible,
e.g. MON = monocyclic, FUS = Fused.

3
1
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Prepare structure queries using the structure editor
Cb and Hy nodes have been set to Class
match. Changes from defaults are indicated
with an asterisk. This has no effect on DCR.

Right click on a node to change
Attributes, e.g. Match Level.

Click OK to add the
query to the
structures tab of
the history panel.
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Search the structure query and review structures

Click on a Markush compound number of
interest for detailed display views (next).
Assembled structures with hit highlighting.

Click on any
structure to
enlarge (zoom).
Automatic Cross File
Search is set ON.
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DWPIM detailed display – Brief view

Unassembled
DWPIM Markush
base structure.

Hit fragments are combined to
form the assembled structure.

Query relevant G‐
groups (G2, etc.).

Hit fragments are
highlighted.
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Crossover with REFX and review hit structures in DWPI

Use the REFX operator to
retrieve corresponding
DWPI references (L4).

The structure search (L1)
is combined with terms
for antiviral in DWPI (L2).
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MMS example – diazepam (Valium)

• See PDF appendix:
‒ MMS search example (Diazepam) (2015)
Source: Thomson Reuters.
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Summary of key differences
• Structure displays
• Match Level (STN) vs. Translation (Questel)
• Differences in search functions
• Iteration incomplete
• Bond values
• Free sites
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Structure Displays
• MMS: does NOT provide assembled displays, hit structure
highlighting, or hit structure displays in DWPI bibliographic
records
 DWPIM: provides all these display features
 Assembled display
 Hit structure highlighting
 Hit structures in DWPI
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Example: assembled DWPIM hit structure in DWPI

DWPIM display features include:
• Assembled display
• Hit structure highlighting
• Hit structures in DWPI
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Match level (STN) vs. Translation (Questel)
• The degree of structure query matching between the
query structure and the structure in the search file is
established by different concepts
‒ DWPIM: Application of Match Levels (ATOM, CLASS, ANY)
‒ MMS: Application of Translation options (EQ: Equal, NT:
Narrow Terms, BT: Broad Terms, ANY: BT+NT)

• Default Match Level
‒ DWPIM/STN: default Match Level is ATOM for ring nodes and
CLASS for chain nodes
‒ MMS/Questel: default Translation is EQ (Equal)
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Match level (STN) vs. Translation (Questel) (cont.)
• In DWPIM there is no Match level “Equal” for generic groups
‒ E.g. a search for Hy with Match Level (ML) CLASS will always find
specific heterocyclic ring systems as well as HEA, HET, and HEF
‒ There is no way of only retrieving the superatom (generic node) on
STN. However, in practice, most searchers typically want to see both
Superatoms and specific structures (ML atom) in their results

• In MMS a search with Broad Terms (BT) Translation also
retrieves records containing Superatom XX (the “R‐node”)
‒ In DWPIM, XX will only be retrieved with Match Level ANY
‒ I.e. DWPIM is more refined: a key advantage for DWPIM vs. MMS

Some examples …
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DWPIM: Match Level for specific atoms (nodes)

Specific Atom: Cl

ATOM
HAL

CLASS

ANY

HAL

XX / UNK
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MMS: Translation for specific atoms (nodes)

Specific Atom: Cl

 Narrow Translation (NT) is not applicable to
specific atoms, so does not appear here
 BT includes XX. In DWPIM the corresponding
Match Level CLASS does NOT include XX
 UNK* is NOT retrieved by either BT or ANY

EQ
HAL

XX

HAL

XX

BT

ANY

(* See Slide 9. Since the early 1990’s UNK is no longer indexed. Instead of UNK, indexers use H, XX )
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DWPIM: Match Level for generic nodes (Superatoms)

Variable: X (halogen)

Note: The variable query node X, with Match Level
CLASS, retrieves HAL, Cl, F, Br, I and At. However,
because the definition of HAL does not include At,
the HAL query node with Narrow Translation does
NOT retrieve At in MMS (see next slide).

*)

ATOM
X

*)

HAL

*)

HAL

CLASS

ANY

XX / UNK

*) as well as the corresponding
F, Br, I, At substituted compounds
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MMS: Translation for generic atoms (Superatoms)
 Equal Translation (EQ) only retrieves the
superatom. This is not available for DWPIM.
 NT in MMS equals CLASS in DWPIM
 UNK is NOT retrieved by either BT or ANY

HAL

Superatom: HAL

EQ

HAL

*)

NT

HAL

BT

HAL

XX

ANY
HAL

*)

XX

*) as well as the corresponding
F, Br, and I substituted compounds
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Differences in search functions
• MMS: ring systems cannot be
isolated in a query structure
 DWPIM: it is possible to lock ring
fusion or formation
• MMS: chain, ring, or ring/chain
attributes can be assigned to bonds,
but cannot be assigned to nodes
 DWPIM: chain, ring, or ring/chain
can be assigned to nodes or bonds
• MMS: R‐groups (G‐groups) can only
be used once
 DWPIM: The same R‐group can be
used several times for a query
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Differences in search functions (cont.)
• MMS: repeating units cannot be
used in a query structure
 DWPIM: repeating units can be
specified as needed
• MMS: embedded R‐groups (nested
G‐groups) allowed in queries
× DWPIM: embedded R‐groups in
queries not possible (future release)
• MMS: Superatoms (HEA, etc.) can
be used in a query structure
× DWPIM: Superatoms are not yet
directly searchable (future release)

HEA

HEA

,

, Etc.
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Iteration Incomplete
• MMS: Separate answer sets for completes and iteration incompletes
‒ Incompletes (Rx candidates) may sometimes be processable at the
expense of search time using “Power Batch Mode”

• DWPIM: One answer set with the iteration incompletes clearly marked,
so that they can be separated out (Sort or Filter)
‒ Completes and incompletes can be separately crossed over to DWPI as
needed using the REFX

...
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Bond Values
• MMS: specific bond values can be
assigned as needed, e.g. single,
double, triple, or normalized
 DWPIM: drawn bonds have values
automatically applied, e.g. “single
exact”, “normalized”, etc. The exact,
normalized, or exact/normalized
values can be adjusted as needed
• MMS: a “Z‐bond” can be used to
assign a list of alternatives, e.g.
single, double, triple, or normalized
× DWPIM: Nothing comparable.
Under consideration for future
development
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Free Sites
• MMS: structure queries are closed by default and sites can be
opened by assigning “free sites”
• DWPIM: structure queries are open by default and sites can be
either fully closed by using a closed substructure search (CSS), or
partly closed by using, e.g. the ring lock or atom lock tools
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New STN will allow simultaneous search with a single
query structure
STN search conventions preserved:
• Bond types & values
• Generic nodes
• Attributes
• Match Level
• Element Count Level
Query Structure

DCR
> 2.5 M structures

DWPIM
> 1.9 M structures

MARPAT®

CAS Registry℠

> 1.1 M structures

> 100 M structures
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Multi‐database search example – Diazepam
Note: Since the focus of this example
is multi‐database searching, default
settings are used with a simple Closed
Substructure Search (CSS) query.

To handle possible tautomeric issues,
unspecified bonds are used here.

Click OK to add the query to the
structures tab of the history panel.
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Search the structure query and review structures

Closed Substructure
Search (CSS).

Query relevant G‐group hit
fragments are represented
as an assembled structure.

Click on any structure
to enlarge (zoom).
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Crossover using REFX to retrieve corresponding DWPI and
CAplus℠ bibliographic records

Use the REFX operator to
retrieve corresponding DWPI
and CAplus references (L2).
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Use Create Term List to identify unique hits
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Use Create Term List to identify unique hits (cont.)
L2 NOT Q111

L2 = CAplus and DWPI
combined search results.
Q111 =
patent numbers+kind codes

taken from CAplus (L2).

383 patent records only
found in DWPI (L3).
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Resources
• DWPIM User Guide (new STN Sign In required)
https://www.stn.org/help/stn/en/dwpim_manual.pdf

• Merged Markush Service (MMS) reference material
http://www.questel.com/en/prodsandservices/mms_chemistry.htm

• Recorded Events
http://www.stn‐international.com/recorded_events.html
‒ Structure Searching on new STN
‒ Derwent Markush Resource (DWPIM) now available on STN
‒ Unified Markush Search on new STN
‒ MARPAT on new STN
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Summary
• What is the Derwent Markush Resource (DWPIM)?
• What is the Merged Markush Service (MMS)?
• DWPIM vs. MMS: content and database structure
• DWPIM vs. MMS: retrieval and display
• Unified solution – DWPIM, DCR, MARPAT, REGISTRY

For more information …
CAS
help@cas.org
Support and Training:
www.cas.org

FIZ Karlsruhe
helpdesk@fiz‐karlsruhe.de
Support and Training:
www.stn‐international.de

Merged Markush Service – Search Example
Connecting via Winsock to QUESTEL at telnetprd.questel.fr on port 23
Questel Telnet Gateway.

I - QUESTEL.ORBIT IMAGES Gif/Tiff
M - MERGED MARKUSH SERVICE (MMS)
Q - QUESTEL.ORBIT (TTY/ASCII terminals)
X - EXIT
Choice / Choix ? M
Logon ? 73210:11
Enter your password / Mot de passe ? .......

Welcome to Merged Markush Service, Textual interface

QUESTEL is pleased to welcome you in
*******
* MMS *
*******
Merged Markush Service
******************************************************************
MMS - (C) 2013 Thomson Reuters
******************************************************************
MMS : Period covered
All chemical patents are covered from Derwent week 8701 until
Derwent week 1561.
The coverage goes back to publication week
- 7801 for EP, FR, US and WO pharmaceutical patents
- 8040 for GB and DE pharmaceutical patents
- 8213 for EP, FR , US and WO patents in the Derwent sections C & E
Chinese Patents (section B) : Publication weeks 2000-01 to 2001-25
BSM (Specific French Drug Patents) : Full collection
******************************************************************
QUESTEL - MMS 2000(c)
******************************************************************
*
Info
*
******************************************************************
* Jan 1st, 2009:
*
*
half price subset search limit extended
*
*
from 3,000 to 20,000 candidates.
*
******************************************************************
*
*
*
ATTENTION MMS USERS:
*
* The *MD, *MDARC, and *MDARCLIST are now available
*
* We are sorry for the inconvenience.
*
******************************************************************

Markush V.1.7.0 8 - 16-10-2015 17:36:04 - [73210:11]

****

CURRENT SELECTED DATA BASE :MMS

****

**** BASE MMS - 10/15/2015 - 4293437 Compounds ****
****

LAST SELECTED SEGMENT(S) :
FRONTF
MPHARM
WPIM
BACKF

- ST - (BA,CN,QT,RF,RE,AA,SB,BL,INFO,HELP) ?QT
*** QT ***

Previous valid input

(Answer No to draw a new query) ? ( Y/N )

? N
- QT - (CN,CA,GM,GI,GR,BO,AT,FS,AP,VP,ATTR,VE) ?gr
Graph specification
Enter the graph definition using the number you assigned to the non-hydrogen nodes
in your query.
Separators are ":" (series of consecutive nodes),
"-" (link between two nodes),
"," (new starting point),
"/" (delete nodes).
e.g. : "1:6-1, 6-7" input a 6-membered ring substituted with a single carbon.
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

7-1:7-19
1-20
4-12:17
5-8:11
6-11
9-18
12-17

- QT - (CN,CA,GM,GI,GR,BO,AT,FS,AP,VP,ATTR,VE) ?at
Atom specification
Enter the node value (e.g. N, CHK, G1, NO2), a space then the position(s)
where to specify this value using commas to separate positions. e.g. "O 1,3"
specifies a O atom at positions 1 and 3.
? N 3,7
? Cl 18
? O 20
?
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- QT - (CN,CA,GM,GI,GR,BO,AT,FS,AP,VP,ATTR,VE) ?bo
Bond specification
Enter the bond value (e.g. DO, NO, X), a space then the connections(s).
Separators are ":" (series of consecutive nodes),
"-" (link between two nodes),
"," (new starting point).
e.g. "NO 1:6-1, 8-9" specifies NOrmalized bonds at connections 1-2-3-4-5-6, 6-1 and
8-9.
? do 1-20,3-4
? no 5-6,5-8,6-11,8-9,9-10,10-11,12-13,12-17
? no 13-14,14-15,15-16,16-17
?
- QT - (CN,CA,GM,GI,GR,BO,AT,FS,AP,VP,ATTR,VE) ?VE

- QT - (CN,CA,GM,GI,GR,BO,AT,FS,AP,VP,ATTR,VE) ?FI
Query validation in progress
Query validated
- ST - (BA,CN,QT,RF,RE,AA,SB,BL,INFO,HELP) ?RE
*** RE ***
File Segment restriction :
NONE
RE search started
* SEARCH IN PROGRESS *

*** SB ***
Bitscreen Search started
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* SEARCH IN PROGRESS *
*
*
*
*
*
*

SEARCH
SEARCH
SEARCH
SEARCH
SEARCH
SEARCH

IN PROGRESS *
STILL IN PROGRESS *
IN PROGRESS *
IN PROGRESS *
IN PROGRESS *
IN PROGRESS *

Bitscreen Search completed
Result stored in R set : R01
R01 - BS / MMS FRONTF MPHARM WPIM BACKF

: 288951 answer(s)

- ST - (BA,CN,QT,RF,RE,AA,SB,BL,INFO,HELP) ?AA
*** AA ***

Atom by Atom Search
20 answers(s)
29 answers(s)
31 answers(s)
35 answers(s)
38 answers(s)
38 answers(s)
38 answers(s)
38 answers(s)
38 answers(s)
38 answers(s)
38 answers(s)
38 answers(s)
38 answers(s)
38 answers(s)
38 answers(s)
38 answers(s)
38 answers(s)
40 answers(s)

started on R set R01
for
16893 candidates
for
33895 candidates
for
53447 candidates
for
74406 candidates
for 102660 candidates
for 110470 candidates
for 113320 candidates
for 122870 candidates
for 136800 candidates
for 141200 candidates
for 156890 candidates
for 180560 candidates
for 204075 candidates
for 217135 candidates
for 224434 candidates
for 241094 candidates
for 262744 candidates
for 282951 candidates

Removing duplicates
Atom by Atom Search completed on R set
- 41 answer(s) stored in R set R02
R02 - AA / R01
: 41 answer(s)

(no
(no
(no
(no
(no
(no
(no
(no
(no
(no
(no
(no
(no
(no
(no
(no
(no
(no

rx
rx
rx
rx
rx
rx
rx
rx
rx
rx
rx
rx
rx
rx
rx
rx
rx
rx

candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)
candidate(s)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

R01

- ST - (BA,CN,QT,RF,RE,AA,SB,BL,INFO,HELP) ?SV CN

Please, enter the answer set you want to save
Use the answer set number preceded by the R letter
(or a carriage return to save the latest one)
? R02 Please, enter the name you want to assign to the saved set
( you can use a maximum of 15 characters )
? DIAZEPAM
Saving in progress
The following set was saved successfully
#.
1

Name
diazepam

CN Search File
41
AA
R01
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Date
2015-10-16

- ST - (BA,CN,QT,RF,RE,AA,SB,BL,INFO,HELP) ?LI
R02 - AA / R01

: 41 answer(s)

Please, enter a range ( e.g. 1-10 ) or a serie (e.g. 1,5,7)
of CN to list or a combination of both.
Use a carriage return to move back to the ST level.
? 1-41
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN
CN

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

85010433-09
R81085339-06
R81085339-07
81035060-01
80105158-01
79055233-01
78015524-01
78035428-01
78045411-01
78075408-01
R86060272-02
89030183-01
90010072-02
89120432-02
61100839-01
90020299-01
88060463-01
86040114-01
66074206-07
R70037640-01
95110993-02
96105966-03
R01255
8821-12501
R16158
8914-02901
8940-09710
9002-12202
9008-31802
9238-14101
9418-44103
9637-00801
9637-00802
9645-39703
9807-26403
9903-HBJ01
0018-19801
RA3H0Q
RBNN1H
RBO3R6
RBVCKR

?
- ST - (BA,CN,QT,RF,RE,AA,SB,BL,INFO,HELP) ?VI FO
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- ST - (BA,CN,QT,RF,RE,AA,SB,BL,INFO,HELP) ?VI FO 2
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- ST - (BA,CN,QT,RF,RE,AA,SB,BL,INFO,HELP) ?VI FO 3

- ST - (BA,CN,QT,RF,RE,AA,SB,BL,INFO,HELP) ?VI FO 4

- ST - (BA,CN,QT,RF,RE,AA,SB,BL,INFO,HELP) ?VI FO 5
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- ST - (BA,CN,QT,RF,RE,AA,SB,BL,INFO,HELP) ?VI FO 23

- ST - (BA,CN,QT,RF,RE,AA,SB,BL,INFO,HELP) ?FI
Markush V.1.7.0 8 - 16-10-2015 18:51:48 - [73210:11]
You are leaving MMS.
Thank you for using MMS, see you later
Questel Telnet Gateway.
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I - QUESTEL.ORBIT IMAGES Gif/Tiff
M - MERGED MARKUSH SERVICE (MMS)
Q - QUESTEL.ORBIT (TTY/ASCII terminals)
X - EXIT
Choice / Choix ? I
Logon ? 73210:11
Enter your password / Mot de passe ? .......

(C) QUESTEL 1994
QUESTEL.ORBIT (TM) 1998 - v514

16/10/15 19*31*45

..FILE / ..INFO / ..GUIDE
?FI PHARM

QUESTEL
- Time in minutes :
0,65
The cost estimation below is based on Questel's
standard price list
Estimated cost :
Cost estimated for the last database search :
Estimated total session cost
:

1.01 EUR
1.01 EUR
1.01 EUR

Selected file: PHARM
Coverage: EP, US & FR patents and PCT applications from 1978 to 1999;
GB and DE patents from 1980 to 1999 and BSM full collection from 1961.
No further updates are planned for the PHARM database. This database
is useful in coordination with the Merged Markush Service (MMS).
Search statement
?*MDARC DIAZEPAM/CN

1

** SS 1: Results 175
Search statement
?..MEM MEML /XPN

2

Total number of terms extracted:
497
Number of terms added to MEML :
497
First term introduced for extraction:
Search statement
?..MEM MEM2 /XPR

2

Total number of terms extracted:
206
Number of terms added to MEM2 :
206
First term introduced for extraction:
Search statement

1

2
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1

?FI WPIL

PHARM
- Time in minutes :
1,16
The cost estimation below is based on Questel's
standard price list
Estimated cost :
3.56 EUR
MEM scanned records :
350
Estimated cost :
49.00 EUR
Cost estimated for the last database search :
52.56 EUR
Estimated total session cost
:
53.57 EUR
Selected file: WPIL
Derwent World Patents Index, (c) 2010 Thomson Reuters
UP (basic), UE(equiv), UA (poly), UB (chem): updates through 2015-67
Reloaded. French & German abstracts and US Classes are now included.
For source data, use in combination with DWPIMV (Member View) file.
For details, please see QO website and DWPI/DWPX/DWPIMV FactSheet.
Last database update : 2015/10/16 (YYYY/MM/DD)
Search statement
?*MDARC DIAZEPAM

1

** SS 1: Results 1.023

Search statement
?*MEM MEML /PN

2

Frequency
Term
1 CN1297740/PN
1 CN1294919/PN
. . .
** SS 2: Results 224
Search statement
?*MEM MEM2 /PR

3

Frequency
Term
1 2000CN-0129338/PR
1 2000CN-0122951/PR
. . .
** SS 3: Results 221
Search statement
?2 OR 3

4

** SS 4: Results 247
Search statement
1 OR 4

5?

** SS 5: Results 1.220
Search statement

6
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?LI TITL 1-30

1/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-57277C [67]
FS - CPI
DC - B03 B05 C02 C03
TI - Preventing or treating one or more epileptic disorders in feline
animal e.g. cat, involves administering 1-(4-chlorophenyl)-4-(4morpholinyl)-2,5-dihydro-1H-imidazol-2-one to feline animal suffering
from epileptic disorders
2/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters- image
AN - 2015-340550 [66]
FS - CPI
DC - B02 B05
TI - New indole derivative used in pharmaceutical composition for
preventing, treating or alleviating human central nervous system
dysfunction e.g. sleep disorder, stress, depression, and anxiety
3/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-54080W [64]
FS - CPI
DC - B05 D16
TI - Treating cell death-related hearing impairment and symptoms e.g.
vertigo and tinnitus, by administering neuroprotective peptide
comprising mesencephalic astrocyte-derived neurotrophic factor, or
conserved dopamine neurotrophic factor
4/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-373391 [64]
FS - CPI; EPI
DC - B05 D16 S03
TI - New monoclonal antibody useful in kit and ELISA method for detecting
benzodiazepine class of drugs chosen from diazepam, nitrazepam,
clonazepam, norepinephrine, temazepam, oxazepam, estazolam, and
alprazolam
5/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-41232X [58]
FS - CPI; EngPI
DC - B01 B02 P32 P34
TI - Method for anaesthetising patients with chronic pain syndrome
undergoing cyclophotocoagulation surgery
6/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-495730 [57]
FS - CPI
DC - B02 B03 C02
TI - Method for normalising varied acid-base balance in stressed white mice
's blood
7/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-41638C [56]
FS - CPI
DC - B02 B07
TI - Diazepam composition freeze-dried tablet comprises diazepam, starch,
cane sugar and purified water
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8/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-44687U [55]
FS - CPI
DC - A96 B05 B07
TI - Controlled-release formulation used to treat disturbed sleep or
insomnia comprises compound for aiding sleep, where formulation is
formulated for releasing each compound at specific time and specific
dose after formulation is administered
9/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-42079A [54]
FS - CPI
DC - D15 E31
TI - Processing drinking water with removing pharmaceuticals and personal
care products from drinking water, involves introducing water and
oxygen-ozone mixture into ozone contactor, which has anode and cathode
connected to power supply
10/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-42996H [52]
FS - CPI
DC - B02 B05
TI - Decrease of recurrence of hospitalization of individual suffering from
severe alcohol use disorder with high utilization of inpatient
detoxification comprises daily administering to individual combination
of disulfiram and benzodiazepine
11/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-388283 [48]
FS - CPI
DC - A96 B05 B07
TI - Abuse-resistant, immediate-release liquid composition, useful for
deterring abuse of active agent, comprises a mixture of active agent
susceptible to abuse, organic vehicle, surfactant, co-solvent, and
optionally viscosity-building polymer
12/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-30589R [48]
FS - CPI
DC - B05 B07
TI - Oral composite comprises dapoxetine acid salt and basic drug in form
of free base in a separate compartment
13/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters- image
AN - 2015-33934Q [45]
FS - CPI
DC - B03 B05 C02 C03 D16
TI - New substituted 3,4-diaminobenzoyloxy compounds are ferroptosis
modulators used for treating e.g. epilepsy, kidney disease, stroke,
type I diabetes, traumatic brain injury, periventricular leukomalacia,
cancer and neurodegenerative diseases
14/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-26941V [44]
FS - CPI
DC - B02 B05
TI - Method for preanaesthetic medication preceding gynaecological
surgeries under general anaesthesia
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15/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-258208 [44]
FS - CPI; EngPI
DC - B05 B07 P33
TI - Method of treating neurotic personality development
16/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters- image
AN - 2015-344510 [43]
FS - CPI
DC - A96 B05
TI - Treating residual symptoms e.g. anxiety in patient suffering from
psychosis e.g. schizophrenia, delusional disorder or major depression,
comprises administering substituted heterocycle fused gamma-carboline
compounds in free or salt form
17/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-34655S [40]
FS - CPI
DC - B02 B06
TI - Obtaining benzodiazepine used as potential organometallic complexes of
benzodiazepine drug used for treating convulsion or related disorders
of central nervous system, involves having complex with palladium
18/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters- image
AN - 2015-328425 [40]
XR - 2015-325577
FS - CPI; EngPI
DC - A96 B05 B07 P34
TI - Pulmonary delivery device for delivering e.g. cimetidine and
ranitidine to users, has vaporizers to vaporize quantity of first and
second liquid, where user inhales mixture of first and second vapor
via outlet in use
19/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters- image
AN - 2015-31663K [40]
FS - CPI
DC - B02 D16
TI - Treatment of oppositional defiant disorder involves administering a
therapeutically effective amount of benzoquinoline compound or its
salt, stereoisomer, or racemic mixture
20/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-28967F [35]
FS - CPI
DC - A96 B04 B05 B07
TI - Diazepam/long-chain fat emulsion formulation used for clinical or
laboratory application comprises diazepam, medium-chain oil, longchain oil, emulsifier, co-emulsifier, and osmotic pressure regulator
21/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters- image
AN - 2015-18336G [35]
FS - CPI
DC - B02 B05
TI - New substituted naphthalene derivatives useful for treating excited
melatonin receptor-related central nervous system dysfunction, e.g.
epilepsy, depression, anxiety disorder, seasonal affective disorder,
fatigue and panic attack
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22/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters- image
AN - 2015-262804 [34]
FS - CPI
DC - B03 B05 B07 D16
TI - Pharmaceutical compound, composition or formulation used for preparing
medicament includes nitrogen-containing compound and N-alkyl imidazole
2-aldoxime capable of forming zwitterion, or quaternary N-alkyl methyl
imidazolium 2-aldoxime
23/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-272564 [33]
XR - 2015-272562 2015-272563 2015-272565 2015-272567
FS - CPI
DC - A96 B05 B07
TI - Immediate release abuse deterrent dosage form useful for preventing,
alleviating, or ameliorating level of pain, comprises core-shell
particles comprising core, pharmaceutical layer surrounding core, and
film layer, and matrix
24/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-272565 [31]
XR - 2015-272562 2015-272563 2015-272564 2015-272567
FS - CPI
DC - A18 A25 A96 B05 B07
TI - Immediate release abuse deterrent dosage form for preventing,
alleviating, or ameliorating level of pain includes core-shell
particles comprising core including active pharmaceutical layer
comprising ingredient commonly susceptible to abuse
25/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters- image
AN - 2015-22955X [30]
FS - CPI
DC - B02
TI - New substituted 9,10-dihydroxy-1,3,4,6,7,11b-hexahydro-pyrido(2,1-a)
isoquinolin-2-one compounds are vesicular monoamine transporter 2
inhibitors used to treat e.g. chronic hyperkinetic movement disorders,
Huntington's disease and asthma
26/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-17939K [29]
FS - CPI
DC - B05 D13
TI - Antrodia camphorata composition, e.g. used for health product for
improving sexual function comprises Antrodia silk body, coenzyme,
Gynostemma pentaphylla, pseudoginseng, diazepam, medlar, and olive
extract
27/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-14293F [27]
FS - CPI
DC - B05
TI - Preparing inclusion compounds involves obtaining aqueous solution of
soluble or poorly soluble drug such as losartan or sertraline, and
cyclodextrin, where drug solution and cyclodextrin solution are pumped
in continuous flow line
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28/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters
AN - 2015-19683A [23]
FS - CPI
DC - A96 B05 B07 C02 C03
TI - Bilayered tablet dosage form comprises active pharmaceutical
ingredient e.g. diclofenac and inlaid tablet that is coated with seal
coating layer comprising seal coat polymer followed by enteric coating
with enteric polymer
29/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters- image
AN - 2015-18336F [23]
FS - CPI
DC - B05
TI - New naphthalene derivate or stereoisomer, tautomer, nitrogen oxide or
metabolites used for preparing medicine composition for e.g.
preventing, treating or reducing human central nervous system disorder
, depression and anxiety disorder
30/1220 WPIL - (C) Thomson Reuters- image
AN - 2015-181518 [23]
FS - CPI
DC - B05 B07 D16
TI - Vaccine composition comprises addiction drug haptens conjugated to a
carrier protein, a carrier or excipient, and a lipid adjuvant
comprising a phosphorus containing compound

Search statement
?1 NOT 4

6

** SS 6: Results 973
Search statement
?4 NOT 1

7

** SS 7: Results 197
Search statement
?..HI

8

File : WPIL
SS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

R S Results
1023
224
221
247
1220
973
197

Search statement
?..ST EN

*MDARC DIAZEPAM
*MEM MEML /PN
*MEM MEM2 /PR
2 OR 3
1 OR 4
1 NOT 4
4 NOT 1
8

Session finished: 16 OCT 2015 Time 19:58:04
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